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Rosello Nomok
NEW STYLE IN INDIGENOUS PAINTING

Lockhart River artist Rosella Namok was 20 years
old in the late 1990s when her work first burst onto the art
scene. Now 31 she enjoys a celebrated reputation among

international art collectors. Profile by Marie Geissler.

ROSELLA Namok's subjects are mindscapes of her
own making} micro worlds informed by traditional
law and detailed observation of nature. Impressive

in meir powerful immediacy, while deploying a geomet
ric symbolism of the artist's imagination, they embody
a tactility and abstraction mat addresses me artist's sense
of country and her connection to it. Namok paints her
much loved Lockhart River lands} a former mission set
tlement 800 kIn north of Cairns in Australia's tropical
north east.
\Vhen Namok's work first appeared on me art scene in
the late 1990s} it was unlike any of the dot paintings so
characteristic of Indigenous contemporary art. Instead
it heralded an exciting new direction in art practice, reas-

suring collecrofs that public confidence in Indigenous art
was anything but on a downward spiral. Says Sydney
Morning Herald an critic John lV\cDonald: (She appeared
at a time when Aboriginal art seemed to have no clear
succession ... it was absolutely vital that Aboriginal art got
an injection from youth at that stage ... bold and abstract
and raw and simple, Namok's paintings absolutely passed
muster as contemporary art) and when you learnt they were
by a 20-year-old, it was a complete breaking of the mould.'

'1 paint mainly about clan groups, country, family and what
people do,' says Namok. Other subjects include the seasons
- the dry and the wCt - rainforest, camping and tourists
when mey come mrough. I also paint about the stories peo
ple tell me abom the spirits and carnival journeys to other

'AlaI/groves ... fishing lip Lockhan River', 2008, acrylic 011 canvas, 110 x 224 em
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communities. I like to use my fingers when I paint such
things - sand painting has always been a favourite style?
Namok's career as an artist began in the late 1990s soon
after her return from Carins to Lockhart River at age 15.
There under the stewardship of Fran and Geoff Barker,
the original mangers of the Lockhart River Art Centre,
she was taught to paint. It was not long before she distin
guished herself from other members of the now famous
Lockhart River Art Gang. This group today includes
Samamha Hobson, Fiona Omeenyo, Silas Hobson, Terry
Platt, Patrick Butcher and Adrian King. Namok is now
married with two children, and her life is divided between
Cairns and Lockhart. Although her home and studio are
in Cairns, she regularly visits Lockhart to renew connec
tion to country, family and friends.
She works on canvases that are laid out on the ground
using techniques which draw upon both \Xlestern contem
porary an and indigenous art practice. As well as these
she deploys finger painting which is used locally for cere
monial body painting, a practice that is widely incorpo
rated into the work of celebrated CentroI Desert artists like
Emily Kame Kngwarreye, Minnie Pwcrle and Eileen
Stevens. Body painting resides at the heart of ceremonial
practice in traditional Aboriginal culture, it goes hand in
hand with the creation of sand paintings or the sculpting
in low-relief in traditional design, areas that are used for
ceremonial dance. The marks or patterns used on the
body and on the ceremonial ground are highly symbolic.
They embody arcane and sacred meanings which have
been handed down by Aboriginal people through the oral
transmission of Dreaming culture for many aeons.
Namok learnt body painting from her father who was the
painter of dancer's bodies for traditional tribal ceremony
at Lockhart River. She often helped him to do this as a
child smearing clay onto the body and working it with the
fingers to creatc the appropriate designs. Interestingly,

Rosella "'amok CJulogr-aphwg a copy ofOur Way COnlemporary
An from Lockhart River, tU lhl! book launch 11/ 1.A)(;kharl

'Cla" Groups ... saltwater- sIde', 2010, acrylic on canvas, 110 x 224 cm
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. low tide', 2010, etching, 20 x 50 elll. Edili01/ of 40

nique of ceremony is expressed in landscape that
speaks about (tribal) Law. Here vertical parallel lines
which appear to be translucent emerge as striations in
greys, blues, whites and pinks against the smooth back
ground layer. They are revealed through finger painting
over a thick multicoloured horizontal ground.
Sometimes Namok chooses to paint subjects unrelated
to topics of ceremony, which instead describe personal
aspects of her life at Lockhart. Often these are inspired
by memories, so have a nostalgic quality about them.
She says: 'I love to paint things that make me happy, like
going camping and fishing.' In these works she depicts
natural features such as mud crab, paperbark, waterfalls
and black boy. These experiences and subjects can be
explored in finger painting works like Mangroves Fishing
up lhe Lockhart where a seemingly pencil strait forest
of aqua blue mangroves is overlaid onto a burnt orange
background, floating in space like mimi spirit figures of
the Aboriginal Dreamtime. She also uses the rhythmic
design of finger paint in a series of serene sand bleached
paintings that describes the ripple lines imprinted on
the beach by the receding tide.
Rather than removing paint with the impress of fingers,
Namok uses various implements to scrape the painted
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surface. Stinging Rain - yah fall down is a glowing work
painted in a soft palette of bleached greys. In this work,
rhythmic parallel lines paced Obliquely to the vertical
direction, take the moody narrative forward, their razor
sharp gashes to the painted surface, created by a fine
edged scraping tool. This work relates to fishing from a
boat on the river during a downpour. 'It's always good
when it starts to rain ... it stings your face and stirs up
the fish underneath.'
In Taywai .. .juil11loon her confident skill as printmaker
reveals itself in her representation of the moon in the
night sky. There are two layers in the image: thc white
shape of the moon is stencilled into being as the nega
tive image of a blue streaked background while its pale
blue cloud overlay is created by a second sweeping fine
overlay of paint. Namok comments: 'It's always pleasant
when you are camping to see the full moon ... We call it
the big damper. When it rises you can see the reflection
on the water. .. and its always good because you can see
half-daylight when you are walking on the beach~

Two years after starting to exhibit, her first successful
solo show was at Sydney's Hogarth Galleries in 1999.
Helen Hansen of Hogarth Galleries with whom Namok
continued to exhibit (up to its closure, August, 2010),
said: 'We saw in Rosella a grain of creativity which has
flowered with her maturity and natural process as an
artist. She is a good colourist and creates depth in her
layering of paint.'
Namok's winning entry in the 2004 High Court Cente
nary Art Prize - Today now ... we all got to go by sanle
Laws is a giant nine-panel work that depicts traditional
tribal law overlaid by contemporary law It hangs in the
court'S main gallery. Over the years she has held many
solo exhibitions and been included in important group
shows. She has been curated into ovcr 30 national and
international exhibitions, biennales and prizes.
Rosella Namok is one of the youngest Aboriginal artists
to achieve widespread success. Already she has a well
established international art career and her paintings are
represented in all major state and national institutional
collections in Australia as well as the prestigious Klughe
Rugh Collection in Virginia, US.

Rosella Namok is represemed by Australian & Oceanic Art POri DOl/glas,
Baker Gallery ill Bn'sbane, and Niagra Gallery ill Melbol/me.

<Early NEoming, Stinging Rain', 2010, acrylic, 90 x 110 em
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'Sand "'arks ... Low Tide', 2010, acrylic 011 canvas. I/O x 180 em

transference of the tactility of this expression informs her
current art practice, where the canvas is treated as skin
and acts as a tableau for ceremonial decoration or ritual.
Consequently, in 'amok's work we observe both decora
tive finger painting as well as "scraping" of the surface.
The seaping could be seen to be a symbolic scarring of
the skin - both practises arc reminiscent of traditional
ceremonial and initiation practice in Aboriginal culture.

The artist's elegant five-panel series, titled Old Girl, evokes
directly the finger painting technique of ceremony. An
essay in organic minimalist flow, the black paint overlay
when painted with fingers reveals beneath a background
of pinks, orange-reds and white. These subdy coalesce
and delineate the parallel wavy lines in colour bands Lhat
now harmonically from one end of the canvas to another.
They are a symbolic reference to ceremonial knowledge
that has been passed on to Namok by senior Law \'(lomen
of her community. She is concerned that the innuence 'Aku! .. Mlldshe!ls', 2010, aC'J,fic 011 canvas, 110 x 180 cm

of tribal elders is not exercised strongly in the community
today as the majority have passed away. In a positive sense,
she regards her work as one way of recording and trans
ferring the sacred Indigenous knowledge of her people to
future generations. Her paintings often address issues of
moiety and Law. There are six different clan groups in
Lockhart and hers on her father's side is called Arko. Each
group has its own homeland where those belonging [Q it
enjoy hunting, residential and food collecting rights.

Namok's lands are to d1e south of Lockhart. Her totem is
the Rosella, which is named after a large hill in Lockhart
where these birds live. This subject is one that she does
not paint. Her mother is from Torres Strait Island, whose
country is unfamiliar and [Q which she consequently has
little connection. Her mother died earlier in her life. She
has four brothers, and one sister. The artist's language is
the Aankum Group.
In Clan Groups Saltwater Side the finger painting tech

'Slinging Raill ... yahjal! down', 2010, aC'J'fic, 90 x 110 em
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